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Developing World: Challenges and Opportunities

Abstract
The complex problem which confronts us in the world's rangelands -- is the need to raise living standards,
increase economic productivity, and at the same time reduce ecological stress -- is approached in this
symposium from a number of different disciplinary points of view. The case material presented in the papers
shows (in varying degrees) the significance of the accumulated experience and cultural ideals of the different
types of people involved -- local pastoralists, Western-trained ecologists, planners - as well as the constraints
and opportunities that derive from fluctuation in climate and political economy. s - as well as the constraints
and opportunities that derive from fluctuation in climate and political economy. The role of human activity in
the history of the rangeland ecosystem and the cultural memory of the ecological past are treated as
complementary to the potential of social forms and cultural aims and values.
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T
he complex problem which confronts us in the world's
rangelands-is the need to raise living standards, increase 

economic productivity, and at the same time reduce 
ecological stress - is approached in this symposium from a 
number of different disciplinary points of view. The case 
material presented in the papers shows (in varying degrees) 
the significance of the accumulated experience and cultural 
ideals of the different types of people involved - local 
pastoralists, Western-trained ecologists, planners - as well 
as the constraints and opportunities that derive from 
fluctuation in climate and political economy. The role of 
human activity in the hostory of the rangeland ecosystem and 
the cultural memory of the ecological past are treated as 
complementary to the potential of social forms and cultural 
aims and values. 

Successful development requires attention to all these 
dimensions of human experience. The best way to ensure 
that this attention is given is to have each disciplinary point 
of view argued out in a multidisciplinary forum - which is 
what the symposium tried to achieve. 

What exactly are the challenges and opportunities for 
pastoral development? The first and major challenge is of 
course not simply to improve productivity or even to raise 
living standards, but to work out the best balance between 
what is required for ecological sustainability, national 
interests or policy, and the wellbeing and morale of the local 
population. 

This challenge is particularly immediate becuase of the 
widening gap between modern urban-based economic 
sectors and traditional sectors which (often for historical and 
cultural reasons) remain unintegrated into the life of the 
country. Gross changes in the larger political economy over 
the last 50 years or so have placed most pastoral populations 
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in positions of unprecedented economic dependence and 
under unprecedented degrees of state control, leading to 
increasing political inequality and discrimination. 

This change in the way pastoralists fit into the world 
around them has caused various types of upheaval in their 
own internal economic and political relations, and in many 
cases has disrupted them to the point where their way of life 
is Jess sustainable ecologically, their morale is threatened, 
and their sense of themselves - their culture, identity, way 
of life- is in serious danger of disintegration. 

But the challenge is not the same for every traditional 
pastoral situation. As a result of the global economic and 
political evolution of the last hundred years, pastoralists, like 
most other populations have undergone change to differing 
degrees in each of three dimensions: ecological (their 
relationship with their resources and their environment), 
social (their relations with each other), and cultural (the 
values by which they organize their lives). A development 
effort that sets out to deal with the ecological dimension only 
and ignores the other two, or assumes the other two will take 
care of themselves, is unlikely to succeed. 

Unfortunately, we do not have the same expertise in each 
of these dimensions. Although the social and the natural 
sciences may be more comparable in many ways than is 
generally believed, they are not comparable in application. A 
range scientist can analyse the condition of the range, assess 
the trends, diagnose the causes and design an appropriate 
management plan to manipulate the ecology and raise 
primary productivity. The social scientist can analyse and 
diagnose, but not design - for two reasons: a) he has not 
been able to perform comparable laboratory experiments to 
test his hypotheses before applying them, and b) it is morally 
unacceptable for him to impose. a design, however 
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